


 Ax=x. (I-A)x=0.
 If I-A is invertible, then there are only trivial

solutions.
 Thus we have:

 Example 1.



 Ax = Lx for a real number L (could be zero)

 (LI –A)x=0. This has a nontrivial solution
if and only if LI-A is singular
if and only if det(LI-A)=0.

 This is called the characteristic equation.



 Example 2



 A nxn triangular matrix with diagonal entries
a_11,a_22,…,a_nn.

 Then det(LI-A)=(L-a_11)(L-a_22)…(L-a_nn).
 Thus the eigenvalues are a_11, a_22, …, a_nn.





 There might be complex roots of characteristic
polynomial, with only real coefficients.

 Thus when a complex root appears its complex
conjugate appears as a root also.

 Thus eigenvalues appear as real numbers or as
complex numbers in conjugate pairs.



 When you factor the characteristic polynomial, one of
the following happens:
1. Factor completely into distinct real linear factors.
2. Some real linear factors may be repeated.
3. There might be quadratic factors, which may be repeated.

 If we allow complex numbers, then a characteristic
polynomial factors completely into linear factors which
may be repeated.

 The multiplicity of an eigenvalue L_i is the number of
times (L-L_i) appears in the factorization.



 Example **



 A=[(a,b),(c,d)].
 Det(LI-A)=(L-a)(L-d)-bc=L2-(a+d)L+(ad-bc)

= L2-tr(A)L+det(L).
 Discriminants



 In case (a), A has two eigenvectors not parallel to
each other.

 In case (b), A may have only one eigenvector.
eg. A=[[2,1],[0,2]].

 In case (c), A have two complex eigenvectors not
parallel to each other.

 See Example 5.



When given 2x2 symmetric matrix, we see that tr(A)2-
4det(A)=
(a+d)2-4(ad-b2) = (a-d)2+4b2 ≥0.
Thus, A has only real eigenvalues.
If A has a repeated eigenvalue, then (a-d)=b=0.
Thus A=[[a,0],[a,0]].



 Example 6: (Ex 5(a))



 Proof a) det(LI-A)=(L-L_1)…(L-L_n).
◦ Let L=0. Then det(-A)=(-1)nL_1…L_n.
◦ Since det(-A)=(-1)ndet(A), we have the result.

 Proof b) In det(LI-A), the Ln-1  terms come from the diagonal
product (L-a_11)(L-a_22)…(L-a_nn): Why?
◦ The coefficent is –(a_11+a_22+…+a_nn)=tr(A)
◦ In (L-L_1)…(L-L_n), the Ln-1 term has a coefficient

-(L_1+L_2+…+L_n)



 For n < 5, there is an exact algbraic method since
we can solve such polynomials.

 For n≥ 5, there are no algebraic method.
 But there are numerical approximations to

eigenvalues and eigenvectors.


